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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT.

Congratulations to all the
place getters at the recent
National Meeting held on the beautiful Mornington
Peninsular, especially Chris Lermanis and his partner Sue who won the major award with their stunning TR3A. Well done!!
It seems to me that the only losers were the members who for one reason or another unfortunately
could not make it. I am not sure of the final figures,
but around 70 cars were judged and approximately
150 people attended the Saturday night Presentation
Dinner.
I feel that I should make special mention of the
Dorettis as they made a magnificent display, even
more so than usual.
A great success all round, thanks to John and Leonie Johnson and their support team. Superb effort,
great venue and the tour afterwards was an absolute
knock out.
Chief Judge, Ian Cuss and his braves and squaws
should not be forgotten either (or “Ian of the Inland”
as he has been named after leading the recent Triumph Tour into Central Australia).

Editor’s Report

It
has been a busy time
recently what with the Outback TouR, which we
attended in our X-Trail via Qld, and the Concours
which we had to miss. Those events provide a
wealth of material which we try to fit it all in to provide a balance between words and pictures.
Trip Co-incidence 1
At Lark Quarry,a dinousaur trackway, 110k out of
Winton NQ we met up with Allan Stehr’s brother and
his wife.
Trip Co-incidence 2
At Mount Conner, near Curtin Springs NT, we all
stopped to admire the view. We were handed business cards for TR Spares, a Sydney company, by a
very excited employee. TR Spares is not very far
from us.
I did mention to the Outback TouRers that I was
writing a report on them and that the next Sidescreen would be rather thick. Unfortunately we are
restricted to some thirty two pages so that has had
to be overlooked.
As always we value your contributions and will do
our best to see them in print.
Regards
Terry

Now is the time to start saving your pennies, and
head for our next National Meeting at Toowoomba,
Queensland. Knowing Life Member John Buck as I
do, I am sure he will have everything in hand for
another superb Meeting.
As Christmas approaches (is it that time of the year
already?) I am sure you are all looking forward to
your TR Christmas gatherings.
To everyone, have a happy and safe Festive Season.
BesTRegards
Geoff

Deadline for February Sidescreen
Sunday January 17th

BesTRegards
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Merry Christmas
and Happy New
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Does one Swallow Make a Summer?
Do five Swallows make a spectacular display at a
Concours?
Four Swallow Dorettis met at the home of the Doretti Registrar Paul McEwen on a cold blustery wet
day in Canberra, three days before the 2009 Concours was due to start. Great excitement filled the
room as the Doretti owners and passengers all met, along with the travellers in one lone TR3 and a
four-wheel drive back-up vehicle. The blazing fire and delicious lunch served by Sandra were the
last reminders of home comforts as we made final preparations for the long-awaited tour ahead.
This was to be a history making trip as never before in Australia had four Swallow Dorettis travelled
together nor had there ever been five Dorettis at a TR Register Concours. It was also a trip that
would test out the restoration of two of the cars as this was their maiden voyage after a body-off
restoration.
Our travelling companions were:
Paul and Sandra McEwen driving a red Swallow Doretti
Brian and Sue McEwen driving a red Swallow Doretti
Warren and Elizabeth McEwen driving a silver/maroon Swallow Doretti
Chris and Merran Olson driving a green Swallow Doretti
Alan Mitchell and Cherylin driving a blue TR3A
Barry and Judy Carr driving the four wheel drive
The tour started well as we followed Paul through Queanbeyan and on to the Monaro Highway
heading for Cooma. Fortunately the rain became intermittent so we didn’t really need to test out the
windscreen wipers at this stage. After a brief stop at Cooma, we turned left to enjoy the Snowy
Mountains Highway and the descent down Brown’s Mountain. However, after only five minutes out
of Cooma the green Doretti’s driver noticed steam billowing out from under the bonnet and the
temperature gauge rising rapidly!
We all managed to pull off to the side of the road and the green bonnet was carefully lifted. The split
in the top radiator hose was very quickly diagnosed and several replacement hoses were produced
from a variety of cars. The first fitted well but when filled was also found to be leaking. The second
replacement was a good fit and we were on the road again within fifteen minutes!
We couldn’t pass Nimmitabel without stopping for lunch at the Pie Shop and taking note of our how
wonderful the four Dorettis looked all parked together. We drove on to Eden via the scenic route
taking us through Candelo, Merimbula and Pambula. The owners of the motel at Eden were
amazed at the sight of the four cars and were very keen to capture all four parked within their property to add to the motel website.
The following day started with a tour of the Eden Whaling Museum, morning tea in Eden and then
off to Cann River for lunch. By this time the rain had discovered us and we were testing out the
Dorettis’ windscreen wiper powers. To our surprise the rain had cleared after lunch and we continued without a thought of the wipers as we drove towards Bairnsdale.
After finally finding our motel in Bairnsdale, we explored the town by foot and then enjoyed the
camaraderie of the group at the local club.
Friday, our last day before arriving at the Concours, dawned fine, but we were sceptical of the
clouds. We felt we had had enough rain for a while, especially as in recent years, Doretti touring
has been done in drought! It wasn’t long before we experienced showers and then very heavy rain
and finally the wipers had done their dash and expired. We had to stop as our leader could not see
a thing out of his rain covered windscreen. But where else to stop than outside a magnificent cafe in
Yarragon at lunch time? We were however a little concerned as a tour of the Healey Factory had
been booked for early in the afternoon. To our surprise by the time we finished lunch, the rain had
gone and we were able to find our way quite quickly and seemingly easily, after the navigator in the
front car threw her map out the window. What confidence we all had in her!
The tour of the Healey Factory was greatly enjoyed by all, but especially so by Brian and Barry who
had memories revived of their silver and blue Austin Healey into which they had successfully installed a V8 Corvette motor, in the 1960’s. They wowed us all with stories of the speeds this car
had achieved and it was with some surprise that when we left the Healey Factory, Brian and Barry
left without purchasing a Healey each. There were certainly plenty to choose from. The staff of the
Healey Factory proved to be outstanding hosts.
We drove out of the Healey Factory in style and headed for Cape Schanck and the 2009 TR Register Concours.
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Concours Day was an exciting day for the Dorettis. In fact it was an historic day as five Dorettis
lined up side by side in the Derivative Section on the Village Green at Rosebud.
Each Doretti has its own interesting history. Paul McEwen has owned his red Doretti for many
years, having restored it in the seventies. Louis Maroya’s blue Doretti was originally owned by radio
personality, Jack Davey. Louis restored his car in the nineties. Chris Olson has owned his car for
thirty years having bought it in New Zealand. It had a body-off restoration in 2003/4. Warren McEwen however only bought his maroon and silver Doretti in 2008, bringing it home in several boxes! It
had been owned and driven by well known woman racing driver of the fifties and sixties, Lorraine
Hill, but had been gathering dust and rust for many years. Warren has restored this beautiful car in
only twelve months. Paul restored his second red Doretti over the last two years, making every
effort to keep the car original. This car too had been in a shed for many years, with the previous
owner always hoping he would get around to completing a restoration one day.
The Concours itself proved to be very exciting as much interest was taken by Register members
and the general public in all the Dorettis. The highlight of the day however was the arrival of Lorraine Hill’s husband, Brian Reed, who now lives in Melbourne and was very keen to inspect his late
wife’s car. The sight of the restored Doretti brought tears to his eyes and he couldn’t wait to inspect
it and then of course to drive it. He was not disappointed and took the car out of the park and drove
around the streets of Rosebud and surrounding suburbs. What a joy for all concerned to see him so
thrilled with such a beautifully restored car.
The Concours day concluded with accolades for the McEwen brothers who between them have
restored two more Dorettis and are helping to maintain this rare car on the road.
Submitted by Chris and Merran Olson
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CLASSIC TR CONVOY
Pommy sports cars hit the road to Alice
Thanks to Stuart McDonell
TR3A owner in Alice Springs
for forwarding the copy of the
‘Centralian Advocate’
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A FAN BELT SAGA,
OR
MISSION (ALMOST) IMPOSSIBLE.
As my European cycling journey neared its close this year, my thoughts moved to the excitement
of coming home and journeying to Goulburn with the Canberra Capers King, Graham Brohan, and
collecting my blue car, (TR3A). We left it there to have the interior retrimmed during my absence
overseas for three months. I have had the car for 37 years and as you can imagine, the original trim
was well past its use by date. Graham and I have discussed having it re done for many years but
time gets away. Over a Club coffee run earlier this year, we decided to get it done at last. So, on my
return in early September, up to Goulburn we went. I felt very excited indeed. It felt like going to
pick up an old friend from hospital after major surgery. A bit apprehensive! But seeing the finished
job, all doubts melted away and I was totally chuffed with the excellent job of rejuvenating my old
friend.
We were soon blasting back to Canberra along the Federal Highway, as we neared the Nation's
Capital, I noticed the red ignition light winking at me at first, then looking at me with a steady, somewhat blood shot stare! I had the car tuned recently and the mechanic did mention that the dynamo
was making a slight noise and it could be worth checking it out. So I guessed that to be the source
of the problem.
So, the Club came to my rescue with a new dynamo delivered to my door in less that a week for
the remarkably low cost of around $80. The old fan belt needed replacing too so I decided to press
into service the one that had been kicking around in the boot for the last quarter century.
But this was where the test really started. I managed to get the old dynamo off at the cost of skin
off my hands and arms together with a liberal sample of blood. Not easy to get at. Then the challenge of getting the new belt on really started. The first problem was getting it between the steering
rack (had it converted to rack and pinion steering some years ago) and the fan hub extension. After
an hour or so of struggle, I concluded that it was impossible. So on consulting guru Graham, his
suggestion was to loosen off the engine mount bolts and jack up the engine to increase the gap.
Did just that and though still with difficulty, managed to get it through. The next challenge was getting it between the fan and the radiator. Some hours later and more skin off, I managed to turn the
belt side ways and with the crank handle (with spark plugs removed) managed to turn the fan
around to enable the belt to squeeze past. What joy. I thought I could smell victory.
With much patient effort and more skin off, I managed to get the dynamo bolts in place and new
dynamo located. Then to slip the new belt over the pulleys and finally tighten up the dynamo bolts.
Too easy I thought. But elation turned to gloom as I realized that the new belt was not going to fit. It
was wider across the top compared with the old one and thus it didn't sit correctly down into the
pulleys. So even though it was the right outside diameter, it would not fit.
I went inside and found another project to keep my mind off the agonizing thought of needing to
get the dam thing off and going through the whole thing again.

On to Graham again after a suitable time had passed and the pain had subsided some what.
Always a steady hand when the chips are down, he came around with a selection of belts in hand.
We checked sizes, and found one that looked the best bet. At least the diameter seemed good and
the cross section correct.
So with two heads being better than one, we worked away, and after some trouble, managed to
get the new belt on OK. After another struggle, the new dynamo was bolted on again, and looking
good. Then the big test. With relative ease, the new belt went on over the pulleys. Then after adjusting the fan belt tension and finally tightening up the dynamo bolts, I could smell victory. Feelings
of pain and suffering melted away to be replaced with sublime expectation!
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With the engine mounting bolts retightened, spark plugs back and all looking well, we hit the
starter button and fired her up. No worries and no red ignition light winking at me any longer. What
joy?
So, dear readers, all going well again here in the Nation's Capital on the TR front. Car going so
well and looking great with the new trim. Spring is indeed a time for love as they say, and blasting
around in the blue car. No doubt about it!
David Thomson.

2009 CAPE SCHANCK
CONCOURS Results

Concourse Photos:
John and Leonie Johnson

Moss Award. Roger Walker
Clubman of the Year Tony Knowlson
Road Class. 1st place Gary Waite
2nd place David Orchard
3rd place Graham Michelin-Jones
Competition Class Mike Heaton
Derivative Class Brian McEwen
People’s Choice Warren McEwen.

Encouragement Award Chris Keay.
Restoration Award John McCormack.
Rookie Award Warren McEwen.
Concours Class
9th place is David List and best TR2
8th place is Paul Bingham
7th place is Bob Slender
6th place is John Rolfe
5th place is Hugh Burrill
4th place is Peter McEwan and best TR3
3rd place is Keith Brown
2nd place is Ian Lyell
Winner and best TR3a is Chris Lermanis

Gavin Rea
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Triumphs in the skies – in the Hunter.
September the 5th was a scheduled fly – in day for the Tiger Moth Restorers - The ‘Flying Tigers’ - at the
Luskintyre Airport, located about 10 km west of Maitland in the Hunter Valley. After an invitation from the
Luskintyre Airport owners, a club run was organised to see the Flying Tigers and at the same time to see
the Luskintyre Museum and their workshops. The run, organised by Hunter members Bob Cousins and
Doug Brodie, invited the Hunter members plus all comers from the TSOA and TR – Register – and many
members from TSOA Sydney came up for the day.
People who restore things are a special breed. They have a combination of talents – the want, the need,
and the skills to do things themselves coupled with the ability to appreciate the pleasure gained by
breathing life into a handful of tangled, grubby, mechanical bits. At the same time all restorers have a
fascination with watching other restored creations, be it a tractor, a train or a Triumph when it comes to
life. It provides a double pleasure – to be able to appreciate that by ones own actions, we can both recreate history and at the same time be a part of it.
No- one could have enjoyed the emotions of a restorer more than by being at the Luskintyre meeting of
Triumphs in the Hunter. A perfect day – sunny, cool breeze, no chance of rain – and the charming trip for
Triumphs through the Hunter Valley hills, to be followed by the welcome at the airstrip. We shared the
day with the Hunter Classic Motorcycle Club, who rode on their aging motorcycles, some beautifully
restored and now nearly 100 years old – they sounded and looked wonderful. We had over twenty Triumphs on the day – TR3A’s, TR 4’s, TR 6’s, TR7’s, Spitfires, Sedans and glorious Stags. All of the club
unpacked their chairs, tables and picnic implements to relax on the grass in the sunshine and watch the
show.
And what a show!! The day started with a tour of the hangers, looking at several glorious restored Tiger
moths in their storage. At the same time (all day!) skydivers were plunging through the air, taken up in
groups by an aging Cessna, the poor aircraft groaning to get off the ground, each pass loaded to capacity with daring ‘chutists.
Then the flyers arrived and the Tigers started to come to life. With a superb and distinctive chugging
sound cutting the morning air, their engines roared as they set off for their takeoffs, their pilots battling
the grass airstrip (very wet from overnight rain), a slight crosswind and the torque reaction from the Gipsy engines. Along with about ten Moths, other aircraft arrived as well – a Chipmunk (vintage monoplane
in RAAF livery which uses a Gipsy engine) a Brumby – an Australian designed and built light aircraft, a
YAK stunter (with a glorious – sounding radial engine!) and the Acme Fibreglass sponsored Pitts Special
flown by Paul Bennet, the current Australian Stunt champion who dropped in for lunch to show us his
machine and his considerable talent.
The visit included a guided workshop tour by Ray Windred, their Chief Engineer for Moth restorations.
The workshop was a restorers’ delight and was an education to see how professional restorers operate.
So much has changed – the use of laser or water cutting to develop the wing profiles in ply, the use of
modern paints and adhesives to increase both strength and longevity by factors of three to five. Despite
all of the changes the essentials of the aircraft are kept the same – modern Tigers are stronger and lighter but still have the same steel frames, the same wooden propellers and the same wheels, tyres and
instruments as used so long ago. The beautiful four cylinder 6.2 litre engines which rev up to 2300 rpm
maximum driven by their throbbing 5:1 compression ratio is maintained as standard and all spares are
still readily available for them!
The motorcycles and the Triumphs gradually dispersed as the sun lowered in the sky. The Tigers were
returned to their hangers, the evening breeze became cooler. But everyone who left that day knew it had
been a red- letter, memorable day of seeing excellent precision restorations, the flying of classic historic
aircraft as an art and yet another perfect day of fun and friendship with the group of Triumphs in the
Hunter.
Well done to our organisers, Bob Cousins and Doug Brodie. The ‘Flying Tigers’ hold a monthly Saturday
fly - ins with an eclectic collection of aircraft, a BBQ and a wonderful family ( or just relaxing) day on the
lawn. Huge thanks to the Luskintyre Aviation Flying Museum for their hard work in providing an unforgettable day for us all.
See http://www.luskintigers.com.au/ for more detail.
Bill Revill
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Photos: Bill Revill

LetterS to the Editor
Dear Terry
Having arrived home and settled back to ‘’life after concours ‘09’’ we still want to be talking about it. What
a time we had! We left S.A on a wild and wintry day heading for the south of Victoria .Despite the weather
we enjoyed the trip over, eagerly awaiting the few days of delight. As everyone arrived the friendships
rekindled and so it began------hours of car talk ,cleaning, repairing , admiring, etc. We were so impressed
at the level of organization that Leonie and John Johnson had achieved and wish to both congratulate
and thank them and their committee for their efforts .Also Congratulations to all the winners for their efforts in preparing their cars for the day There is nothing like the sight of all those cars lined up together
wanting to be admired. .Our small group of South Australians thoroughly enjoyed the weekend and the
days together afterwards. The scenery of the Great Ocean Rd. was slightly overshadowed by the thrill of
real driving (even though in the TR6 with top on).Thanks again to all concerned.
Robert and Rosemary Schaefer.
Hi Terry,
I I have a TR windscreen (cracked) in a rusty frame with a Victorian Registration label attached. The label
expired in 1968 and was for a TR with the registration number of HHH 958 and the engine number of TS
38859E.
If any member has the car or engine they are welcome to the label, screen & frame.
I can be contacted on 0412 355305 and live in Ringwood.
Regards,
Ian Meates

WANTED:

FOR SALE:

TR3 or 3A complete rear axle, or parts
thereof. Would consider early rear axle
also.
Neil Rankine
Wonthaggi
03 56721185.

I have a small 2 wheeler car trailer for
sale. Ideally suited to safely transport a
TR or other smaller car. The trailer has
brakes and has simple suspension setup.
It has rego. Price $2250.
Contact John Lamond 0244415230 or
jlamond@tpg.com.au

neilnola@netspace.net.au
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PERSONAL PROFILE –GERRY BURGES
TR2 OWNED SINCE 1968I

nterviewer: Neil Tribe

When did you get your first TR and what influenced you to buy one?

Your TR has been retired for a long time.
What are your plans for its future?

It was 1968. I was 18 at the time and wanted a sports
car. I had two to look at, a frogeye Sprite for $500
and the TR2, in Killara, also for $500. The 2L motor
was the clincher. I got it cheaper because it didn’t
have a jack. I drove it to Wagga Wagga the same
night!

It’s been unregistered since 1976 – the rego
sticker is still on the windscreen as is the Peter
Wherrett advanced driving certificate from
1969. The car still runs well and looks good
although it is unrestored. The plan is to put it on
conditional plates and go on club outings.

Your TR looks like it has a competition history.
Can you tell us about this?

What other competition cars have you
owned?

In 1969 I took it to Warwick Farm and did a training
day with Peter Wherrett and Bob Muir. The following
year I got my CAMS licence (tested by Colin Bond)
and did some laps at Oran Park. This prompted me to
enter in production sports cars and I raced at Warwick
Farm, Amaroo and Oran Park. I competed against
Ross Bond (Healey), Graham Bland (GT6), the Porter
Bothers (Datsun 2000s), Barry Campbell (TR3A) and
Mat Pinta (MGB). Bob McMinn, who was a very large
man in a small car, flipped his MG Midget right in front
of me at Warwick Farm. I drove under him while he
was in mid air thinking, “he’s a goner” but he got out
okay. I improved the TR by adding disk brakes, 4.1
diff, widened wheels, gas flowed head and o’drive on
2nd, 3rd and top. I drove to the circuit, took off the windscreen, opened the exhaust cut-out and went racing.
That’s how it was.

1974 Bowen P6 Formula Ford – campaigned in
“Driver To Europe” series for three years.
1979 Mazda RX7 – campaigned in production
cars under 3litres at first then Group C
“open” category with a peripheral port
engine. Did 2x Bathurst 1000 (’83, ’84)
then Adelaide GP in 1985 in Group A.
1990s went Kart racing for several years as my
son grew up.
2004 bought an Evo V tarmac car and ran in
East Coast Targa and at Mt Buller. Still
race this car.
2006 bought a second Evo, a Mk VII circuit car,
which I also still run.
2008-9 supported my son, Leigh, in Formula
Ford. He has just won the NSW FF championship, racing with Anglo Australian
Motor Sport, which is run by my friend,
Tim Beale.

What is your best TR memory?
Racing. Going over the top of the hill at Amaroo. It
was blind and the TR was a twitchy handler.

I also have a 1994 Van Diemen Formula Ford,
which has been upgraded to “Stealth” configuration, but I am selling this car.
A lot of my time and money has gone into car
racing over the years but when you have a
passion you’ve got to go with it. It’s the same
with the TR.

And the worst?
Coming off the road at speed just out of Gundagai on
the Junee Road. Took out 20m of a farmer’s fence
and nearly put the TR on its lid. I came across a
bridge and got blinded by the sun. My passenger
dived under the dash as we slid in the gravel. The car
ended up wrapped in barbed wire and I had to break
the news to the farmer. He was surprisingly understanding and helpful.

Mystery photo– Stephen Rochester

How does you partner feel about the TR?
The Triumph was my first wife and we are not divorced yet so my partner, Jan, is very tolerant.
Most of our married life it has been the funny car in
the garage, unregistered.
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VALE KEN COPELAND
TR Lover Extraordinaire
7/8/1947 to 18/10/2009
Ken Copeland's early love of motoring started with motor bikes while an apprentice fitter at
Volkswagen in Melbourne, from where he moved on to the Commonwealth Aircraft Factory at Fisherman's Bend, and took up mechanical drafting. However at a young age he began to show signs
of an hereditary disease that causes the nerve ends to die back, leaving the extremities of the
hands and feet numb. Only two families in Australia have this problem, the other being at Goulburn
in NSW. Ironically another of our friends in the Healey car club, Ross Young, who is a medical scientist, discovered the genetic makeup of the disease in the late 90's, and Ken was invited on TV to
tell of its disabling effect on his life.
While still quite young Ken married and had three children, Sue, Graeme and Chris, but unfortunately Ken and Ann divorced, and he remained a bachelor for the rest of his life. Ken always talked
very fondly of his children's achievements, and remained in close contact with them in their adulthood.
When the onset of his medical condition meant Ken could no longer ride a motor bike, or fly gliders
which was another passion, his thoughts turned to TR sports cars, as his mate Arthur Richards had
a long door TR2. Together they used to drive to Sydney for the early TR Register Concours events,
and Shirley Pitman told me at the Tumut Concours that they had been rather frowned on, as Ken
and Arthur enjoyed nothing more than cleansing ale, and to hurtle around the countryside at warp
speed in their TR's. During those years Ken had a succession of TR3A's and a TR5, but his strongest desire was to build a long door TR2 SP replica, and he acquired and dismantled 3 worn out
TR2's for this purpose. Only 3 SP's were made by the factory, so he knew they were the rarest of
the rare when it came to TR folklore.
I first met Ken in the early 90's when my TR3A rebuild ran into bodywork troubles and someone
said I should go and see Ken Copeland, as he was an expert on TR's. I'll never forget walking up
his drive, and Ken was standing beside his BRG 3A and he asked what colour car I had. Innocently
I said red thinking everybody liked red sports cars, but the gruff response was "well you can't help
bad luck". I realised then that Ken was different, and he never disappointed me on that score for the
many years that followed when we became best mates. Also confronting was the vision of Ken with
his right leg amputated just below the knee. However, I soon discovered after a quick squirt in the
3A that same afternoon that Ken was an exceptional driver, with just a stick with a shoe bolted on
for his accelerator leg. If only other drivers knew he was accelerating and braking from the hip, I
think they would have been a bit shocked, but then admiring of his willpower to overcome such a
disability.
As I got to know Ken I became amazed at his range of skills. Not only was he a mechanical draftsman who could draw any item of machinery for production, but he was also an exceptional architectural draftsman. Indeed Ken teamed up with architect and TRR member Kerry Callaghan to document custom homes for development applications and building permits. But completely breathtaking was Ken's skill as a fine artist. His speciality was abandoned early farmhouses, always featuring a worn out TR peeping out of some collapsed nearby garage or barn. He was also highly skilled
with portraits of people and Australian birds, where he told me he always started with the eye, and if
he liked it he would proceed. What was truly remarkable was that Ken's art was drawn with a biro
pen strapped to his numb hand, so every stroke had to be perfect first time, as biro could not be
erased to start again.
Over the years Ken's house in Wantirna South became the bachelor pad where all his mates would
call in over the weekend for a beer and a chat. At times there were 3 or 4 TR's in his long driveway,
and those times were a lot of fun. Eventually in the late 90's Ken decided it was time to get started
on his long door TR2 SP replica rebuild, which intensified the activity at his place as TRR members
including David Howard, Chris Bellamy, Geoff Kelly, Lance Hadaway and others and his son Chris,
chipped in to work on the car when it came back from the panel shop with a nice new coat of Old
English White. One Saturday afternoon I happened to look under the SP and noticed a strengthen-
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ing plate the same as I had welded on to the chassis of the dearly loved TR2 I had as an 18 year
old, and I asked Ken what colour that car had been when he brought it. Ken said red, and asked me
to go out to his garage, which was stacked to the roof with boxes of TR parts, and see if I could find
any commission plates. Lo and behold the first box I looked in contained the commission plate from
my old TR2, TS7881-0, and it transpired that the chassis and engine block of my car had been
used in the SP. Other parts were used in other member's rebuilds so it felt like my car lived on as if
its organs had been transplanted. I think that common bond is part of the reason Ken and I got on
so well. Of course Ken loved an argument as much as a hot dinner, and he fell out with some people over the years, but I think all who knew him had respect for his incredible knowledge of TR's.
The first showing of the TR2 SP replica was the Canberra Concours of 2001. Lance Hadaway kindly agreed to drive Ken in the newly built car with its novelty of the small trailer Ken had made to
accommodate his electric scooter and wheelchair. I can still see Ken sitting in the TR2's passenger
seat, proud as punch with his flying helmet on, waiting for us to
bolt on the rear overriders before he could take off. I went home
and left for Canberra later in convoy with Ross McKinnon, and
we all caught up at Holbrook for the night. Apparently Lance had
many a stop to tighten up this and that, even on the following
morning, but we knew all was well when Lance and Ken caught
us near Yass and flew past like we were standing still.
Over the years Ken had his run ins with the law, and on one
notable occasion he was required to attend a booze bus for
further examination. Ken being disabled refused to hop out of
the TR3A, and after much insistence by the police, he finally
began to crawl across busy North Road towards the booze bus,
but about half way his false leg broke away, so he sat down in
the middle of the road and refused to move. Of course the traffic
started to bank back for miles, and the assembled crowd eventually prevailed upon the police to assist Ken back to his car and
let him drive off. On another occasion he was pulled up near his
home late one Friday evening, and again said that he was unable to walk over to the booze bus. Come 2.00am and the police
were not allowed overtime, so he was told to "nick it" when they
packed up. He didn't quite escape unscathed as a summons
arrived for failing to give a breath test, but a solicitor mate who was a classic car buff found a smart
barrister who uncovered a technical error in the summons, and the magistrate dismissed the case.
Ken retreated to mostly light beer after that close shave, and drank very little in his later years.
After the Adelaide Concours where elder son Graeme drove him in the TR2, Ken became seriously
ill with severe pneumonia, and spent quite a bit of time in intensive care. Once Ken recovered he
decided to move to Bendigo to be near Sue and Chris and their partners, but he missed his mates
in Melbourne a great deal, although he did get a steady stream of visitors over the next 5 years.
It brought him great joy in Bendigo to teach his grandchildren about important things such as classic TR's, and to explain his huge collection of model trains and cars.
Unfortunately Ken took ill with mild pneumonia on the Thursday before the Concours at Cape
Schanck and was admitted to Bendigo Hospital, although he was buoyed by knowing Chris and
Jacqui and the grandchildren had been able to put the TR2 SP on display once again. I had spoken
to the editor of the local paper who sent a reporter to cover the TR's, and Ken's car was the one he
picked out to photograph. By late Saturday Ken's kidneys had failed, but the news got through

Thanks to
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Tony Knowlson
for the photographs.

about his car being selected for press coverage, and
he was able to smile
acknowledgement. Sadly
he passed away peacefully
about mid day on the Sunday of the Concourse, and
the news came through
while we were attending the departure lunch at the RSL club in Sorrento.
One of the abiding great memories of Ken was his total lack of complaining or negativity about his
lot in life of becoming disabled. He just got on with it and always kept busy with one project or another. Ken also knew all about vintage aircraft and steam engines, as well as film and music, being
a dedicated jazz lover. He always shared his incredible knowledge of TR's freely with anyone who
cared to contact him, and while he lived in Melbourne he was also very generous in helping out with
surplus used parts, mostly without charge.
I'll always remember the many Friday nights we had at his place sharing a few light beers and
watching an historic racing video or discussing old trains or planes in great depth.
As I foreshadowed at the funeral, things will be very different up in heaven now Ken has entered
through the pearly gates. He'll be on the warpath and pity help any poor soul caught tootling around
in an MG. He'll make their life merry hell.
Rest easy Ken, we will never forget you.

Recollections by Viv Paine on behalf of his family and TRR mates.
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THE WEAPON at BARE CO.
Author: Bob Slender.
The NSW group recently held one of their member meetings at the premises of “R.H.Bare” (Allan Bare)
who are the custodians of our extensive new parts inventory.
As usual Allan managed to provide a very enjoyable day, assisted by Ray Kasparian who expertly made
our parts orders materialize from the bowels of Allan’s vast warehouse while Allan guided us through the
new warehouse and machine shops.
Following the tour we were all presented with touring kits donated by Bare Co.
We then all sat down to a scrumptious BBQ presented by Mal Munro and the “girls”, which was washed
down with many bottles of wine also donated by Bare Co.
Thanks Allan, Ray, Mal and our partners for making the day one to remember.
Another highlight of the day was the first TR Register appearance of Jim Cunningham’s famous project of
many years, namely “The Weapon”
During my fifty years of TR motoring I have seen many fantastic TRs, but this car has to be the most
exciting TR2 that ever hit the streets.
Jim’s objective was to build the fastest TR in the world and he has achieved this goal as well as producing (in my opinion) the prettiest and most expensive TR as well.
Allan had allowed Jim to park the TR in his development workshop and the first impressions on walking
through the workshop door was a very wide low silver TR2 sitting on purpose built 17” Image alloy
wheels shod with 225 x 45 tyres . The car is 4” wider than the standard TR2.
The TR features a 2.2 litre EFI Turbo TR engine producing 290BHP at 5500RPM. The engine also features Alloy head, Alloy water pump, alloy sump, Carrillo rods, Forged Turbo pistons, Roller Rockers, DKE
Billeted Crankshaft, Custom manifold and many other unique features.
Waste gases are handled by an all titanium 2.5” exhaust system.
Transmission is a Supra 5speed Quick shift, front suspension features fully adjustable Spax shocks, rear
have coil over adjustable QAI for bump and rebound, Front has fully adjustable chrome molly top arms for
camber and castor adjustment, rear has a 3 way link system with custom alloy hubs and custom axles
plus fully adjustable front and rear sway bars.
With all that power you need brakes that can rein in and stop it. Jim’s TR2 uses AP 4 pot racing calipers
front and rear together with ventilated and grooved discs.
Leverage is provided by a tilton pedal box with adjustable bias.
Inside the TR features Carbon fibre dash and door panels, Cobra race seats, Full racing harness, Custom
chrome molly roll cage tied into front suspension towers. Interior is trimmed in red Connolly leather.

Total weight is 950kgs.
This car has to be seen to be appreciated.
Of course we all wanted to see the TR in action and Jim obliged with a demonstration in Allan’s car park.
Seeing the rear wheels spin plus the tyre smoke as Jim hit second gear and the look on his face was a
joy to behold.
All too soon it was time to place “The Weapon” in its purpose built trailer but we all hope that we will see it
in action very soon, either on the race track or touring on the road.
“But wait there’s more”
The Weapon is only one of Jim’s stable of TRs . He has two other projects under way at the moment,
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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one of which is aTR2 lookalike with an all alloy body which was custom built for Jim in England.
Then there is the TR2 long door being built as a true TR racing machine.
Also in the garage are his 180BHP TR3 and a 200BHP TR5 with all alloy panels.
So, congratulations Jim. You persevered with the “Weapon” through many trials and tribulations
which would have deterred many less determined enthusiasts. We all look forward to the completion of your next exciting projects.
Photograph by Allan Bare, at
Bareco BBQ on Saturday 12/9/09.

For Sale :
Loads of engine bits and pieces . Inlet and exhaust
manifolds, rocker gear, front engine plate, sump, oil pumps
– give me a call or send me an e-mail with your requirements.

Michael Heaton
(03) 9530 8343 (h)
0433 948 208 (mob)
e-mail: michaelheaton@dodo.com.au

Unfinancial members please
forward membership fees to
Otto Feenstra
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TR’s outback
Touring
Ray Mullins checking the GPS(?)
at Mount Conner

Time to depart Alice Springs for Standley
Chasm and Glen Helen.
Triumphs lined up at Aurora Alice
Springs.

Almost lost our editor and concours
organisers– the helicopter at Glen
Helen has no doors!!
Not for the fainthearted!
Alice Springs is a v-e-r-y hot place.
TRavellers are taking on vital fluids.
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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Cape Schanck Concours
People hard at work and at play.
Photos from Gavin Rea
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Webmanager's
Report .
It has been a busy couple of months for me, still
learning the idiosyncrasies of the site, while having
various events taking place, The Outback TT, and
obviously the Concours, both of which are now on
the site. Many thanks to all those who sent material, photos etc, very much appreciated. Remember,
if you have something to sell or want to find an item
it only takes a quick email, in short “keep all the
cards and letters coming in”.
Regards

John Blake
blakey@tr-register.com.au
Website: www.tr-register.com.au

The Buchanan bodied TR2 showing Les Farrugia's
solution to make TR's more green. This is still a
prototype and needs more development to reduce
greenhouse gases.
Photo: Tony Knowles

For Sale

TR3
Black and white number plates TR343 are with
the car.
Spare gearbox, body off, paint stripped to
most panels.
Car was a complete car and most parts ar
original.
Price $11,000
Contact John Fredericks (Geelong Vic) 0419
898 791 or 03 5221 6653 (home)
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FORUM Report
I am continuing to monitor the Forum so that
Blakey doesn't have to do that as well as the web
site.
We have certain responsibilities and compliances
that we have agreed to with our Service Provider.
To that end, it is necessary to monitor what happens on our public forum so that nothing
"unpleasant" happens. We have been attacked in
the past and at one time our forum was disabled
as a result of these attacks.
At the head of the first page of the forum is this
statement:

"Please REGISTER for this Forum by completing MOST of the fields - ANONYMOUS
entries will NOT BE PROCESSED. The Forum
is provided for TR Register Members and
respected guests."
This morning I have gone through the membership and deleted some suspect members. Hopefully this is not the person reading this! I need to
be satisfied that you are not an anonymous member and that you can be clearly identified by us
and the service provider.
If you would like to revise what you have stated
when you first registered, go to the top right of
the log-on screen and select "Profile". You can
then add a little detail there if needed - please
include the Country. I suggest you DON'T put a
specific address in your profile, just a suburb or
area. If you include your actual name, I can backtrack your user name and give it to you when/if
you forget it.
I cannot recover your password as that is hidden
from me as well. But I can edit your profile with a
temporary password if you email me indicating
that you have had a senior moment, or whatever!
You can then change that to your own password
by logging in with your username and the temporary password. If you haven't put your actual
name in the profile and you have used a silly
nom de plume and forgotten it - then we are in
trouble, hence the request to at least put your
real last name in the profile.
Have fun on the forum,
Rick Fletcher
Forum Administrator
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LEft Hand to Right Hand
Dash Conversion
Step 1 Start with the glove box side. Mark and cut along the dotted line shown in Diagram 1. This cut should be
on the face just where the metal
beDiagram 1
gins to turn in. Use a good pair of
tinsnips. It is best to have a variety of
types ie straight, curved, left hand,
right
hand and use work gloves.
Step 2 Turn the cut piece of metal
and using your hands reshape it to fit
back into the place where it came
from, making a RHD glove box opening.

over
Diagram 3
Diagram 2

Step 3 Make two thick paper templates, one of the hole that you have just cut out and mark the mounting holes for reference. It should look like
Diagram 2. The other template being the tacho/ speedo side, it should look like Diagram 3.
Step 4 Turning the glove box template over, place it on the left hand side and locate its position by using the
mounting holes. Mark and cut out the glove box hole.
Step 5 Weld or braze on the backside, the reshaped glove box opening from step2 into the left side.
Step 6 Using the glove box hole template (Diagram 2) again, mark and cut out a new piece of sheet metal (body
sheet metal 1mm thick is best). Weld this in to fill the RH side of the dash. The bottom edge will need to be
rolled using a piece of pipe and a hammer.
Step7 Using the template shown in Diagram 3 but turned over, mark and cut the holes for the tacho and the
speedo. Also the hump for the steering column which will need to be cut out of the remains from Step 4, and
welded into its correct position.
Step8 Remove the ply board from the glove box door and drill out the rivets to remove the hinge. Turn the door
around and refit the hinge using small nuts and bolts. Refit the ply board backwards after it has been recovered.
Some useful tips
1 Weld by tacking many spots diagonally around the work and then further welding in later. This will greatly
reduce distortion.
2 If welding joins are good only a small amount of spray putty will be required.
3 Recover using contact adhesive and use a hairdryer to soften the vinyl if necessary.
Best regards,Rob Noonan

TR of Robin and Bob Adams is
only just visible, dwarfed by the
Road Train. We were heading
south on the Stuart Highway
through South Australia on the
last leg of the OutBacK TouRing
Adventure.
Photo taken through XTRail
windscreen.
Photo: Jenny Hicks
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Terry
I took this photo of David Dumolo's car when he was competing at the recent Speed on Tweed event
at Murwillumbah.Unfortunately he was not there at the time,
Howard Prior

Hi Terry
I attended the FOSC meeting on the 31/10-1/11. A well run meet with lots of track time. I ran the TR2
in regularity. The TR is a 1954 long door and apart from creating a little bit of interest was one of the
older cars competing.
Cheers John Lamond
(Festival of Sporting Cars was held at Wakefield Park)

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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TASMANIAN REPORT
Baskerville Historics – 18th to 20th September 2009

This first all historic motor race meeting in Tasmania at the Baskerville circuit in the south was conducted by the MG Car Club of Tasmania as part of their 50th Anniversary celebrations. The three
day meeting was well supported with about 35 entries in the Historic racing groups; Lb,N,Nb,Nc
plus Invited and SC / QT and 53 entries in the Regularity events. As well there was a contingent of
two dozen or so ‘Humpy” Holdens , some from the mainland, including the car Peter Brock drove at
Goodwood, gathered for an Early Holden Drivers Re-union.
Friday was set aside for Practice, Saturday morning was taken up with Qualifying while in the afternoon 8 events were run, 4 of these being Regularity events of 4 laps. The other racing events of 5
laps were for Group N and Invited over 3 litre, Group L, Group N and Invited under 3 litre and Holden EH and earlier. On the Sunday there were another 22 events with 9 of these being Regularity.
Most of the makes and models racing in the period were represented but alas there were no Triumphs present.
I understand that numbers were sufficient for the MGCC to consider staging another meeting next
year.
On the Saturday morning, John Kay and David Pearce in the TR3As and Michael Sullivan in the
TR3 accompanied by his neighbour, Rod Williamson set off from Evandale a bit after 8.30 am for a
run to Baskerville stopping for the now traditional coffee break at Ross on the way. Michael’s car
was doing one more long run before some engine work with one pot being down on power. We
arrived at Baskerville after 11am for the last of the Qualifying events followed by the old Holdens
parading their stuff, before the events proper commenced. The forecast showers briefly came and
went only to return as the days events were concluding. A great show which rekindled memories of
old.
Parking on the hill.
Photo-R.Williamson

Concours 2009

With around 145 miles on my trip meter it was my shortest trip ever to a National Meeting. The
wheels don’t turn on Bass Strait. Cape Schanck was a great location with excellent facilities. Well
done by the Victorian committee and particularly by Leonie and John and Judy.
Congratulations to Chris Lermanis on his Concours win and to the other class winners and placegetters. The Swallow Doretti line-up was also impressive.
Sundays trip down to Point Nepean was most interesting, especially looking out over the Port Phillip
Heads and The Rip having passed through them on the ferry often enough in the middle of the
night. I have also got to find out who the Pearce Barracks was named for.
Whilst we had a trouble free run I can’t say the same for our fellow travellers John and Pauline.
After the Saturday night problem with the coil, ably sorted by Roger “Moss” the car was going okay.
Come late Monday afternoon and heading off to catch the ferry, Johns worst nightmare evolves,
the car doesn’t want to fire. The little black box for the electronic ignition is cactus. However wheels
are wheels and John and Pauline found their way home in a little Festiva. It has meant another
return crossing to retrieve the TR which should be home by the 9th.
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Checking out the Ferris Wheel at Rosebud

Shannons Classic Car Expo

This event which was due to held on Saturday 17th October 2009 was cancelled due to the state of
the grounds. It is hoped that it can be staged early next year in February 2010.

Coming Events

Shannons Classic Car Charity Run – Sunday 29th November 2009
Cars from the South, North and North-West meeting at Campbell Town.
There is to be a small display of Triumph Herald to commemorate their 50th anniversary.
Wrest Point South East Rally – Saturday 16th January 2010
Organised by the PVCC, a timed trial of one on the south-eastern roads.
All British Day – Saturday 20th February
At Royal Park, Launceston organised by the Jaguar Car Club Tasmania.
I was pleasantly surprised by the November issue of Australian Classic Car awaiting my return
from Melbourne with Robert Schaefer’s black beauty on the front cover and a great write up on the
inside. I am sure it will stimulate a bit of interest in the model in the market place. I remember buying the February 1976 issue of Thoroughbred and Classic Car with a brg TR3A sharing the front
cover with a R-R Silver Ghost. Sure enough two months later I had bought an almost identical car.
Seasons greetings from the Tasmanian members to our interstate friends. We wish you good
health and safe TRavelling.
DAVID PEARCE
Tasmanian Co-ordinator

A shingle for my home.
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CANBERRA CAPERS
The Pork Barrel Café buckled under the number of local members we had at our last breakfast. We
had a great breakfast and coffee and organized all the final bits and pieces prior for our departure
to the National gathering at Cape Schanck. Nine cars left from Canberra on Thursday 15 October.
First night spent at Sale then on Bunyip for morning tea. For our group all roads lead to Bunyip as
we arrived from all different directions. Then it was on to Hastings for lunch and sightseeing prior to
arriving at Cape Schanck.
As mentioned in the last issue David Thomson is back from overseas. He has written a small article
which should appear elsewhere in the magazine about the difficulty of replacing a fan belt!
Paul and Claire Middleton have arrived back from overseas but unfortunately were still away for
this years concours, they have vowed to be starters next year.
Nick and Carol Nowak couldn’t make this year either, they have had lots of veteran vehicle gatherings and are currently juggling new vehicle acquisitions – cracking pace all the time!
Graham Michelin-Jones attempted to fix his differential as mentioned in the last newsletter. However, when he took the car to the diff specialist he was told he had all the correct clearances etc but
the crown wheel and pinion was worn out. So he bought a new crown wheel and pinion from America at a very reasonable price and the diff is fixed and quiet. – well done Graham.
Graham’s car unfortunately had a clutch plate failure at Daylesford on the way back from the national gathering and the car found its way home on the back of a flatbed truck. Graham and Barb
were bused home to Canberra via Melbourne. The car arrived home Friday Morning while they
arrived home Thursday night.
As mentioned in the last newsletter we took the opportunity of joining the Triumph Car Club for their
‘Break the ice’ run Sunday 23 August. The TR group had a great morning courtesy of our hosts.

We had a fundraising lunch for the Lung Foundation on 30 August at Pete and Gayle McEwan’s
place in Dunlop resulting in raising $280 for the ‘Triumph for breath’ journey Jack and Alison Evans
undertook. Thank you very much to all who participated.
We (Graham and Claire, Pete and Gayle) met with Jack at Narromine on Monday 27 September
and stayed the night in one of the local motels. The little 1929 Triumph Super 7 looked more at
home at rest rather than ready to set off on a 4,000 km odyssey which has now culminated in its
return to Armidale from Perth arriving home on 26 October. By all reports a most uneventful trip as
far as the little car was concerned – the main problem being the long distances travelled each day
and relatively low average miles per hour (time on the road).
Our next gathering will be the Christmas Party which is to be held at 4 Douglas Waterhouse
Drive Dunlop at 6pm on Thursday 26 November.

Kind Regards to all
Graham Brohan
ACT Co-Ordinator
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Congratulations to long time TR Register member Jack Evans and
his daughter for their marathon journey from Armidale to Perth and
return in the little Triumph Super 7.
I understand the car performed well with only a few minor problems, which is a tribute to Jack’s restoration expertise.
The trip was a fundraising event to raise money for the ’Lung
Foundation’, a charity that is very dear to Jack’s heart. If you wish
to assist Jack’s chosen charity, donations can be sent direct to the
’Lung Foundation”, 44 Brookes St
Bowen Hills QLD 4006
Bob Slender
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NSW EVENTS & CALENDAR.
It’s midnight on Sunday evening & I have just arrived home from a splendid repast after spending
the day at Wisemans Ferry with about a dozen other members’ who braved the somewhat inclement weather to attend. The number of tops that stayed down for the day was gratifying. Not sure if
it was a result of daring-do, laziness or arthritic joints that prompted the non-erections but the cars
all looked great.
The Editors have promised to do unspeakable things to my person if my copy is not with them
before morning so herewith the news.
The Concours was a wonderful success & all that attended commented thus. Am sure that others
will tell you at length of the details. Suffice for me to say that I had a great time; as did those to
whom I spoke.
Make sure you attend the forthcoming Christmas Party. All the details are on the web page, but , if
that is not available to you, the salient points are…..Venue: 5 Woodfield Ave Bundeena on Sunday, December 6.About 12.30 pm. Bring all you need to eat/drink. A BBQ will be avail. Also your
swimming gear if you wish; & a $5 present marked for Girl/Guy for Santa to distribute. There is a
short run thru the Royal National Park prior to the above if you would like to join us….Meet at the
Loftus oval at 9.30 am. It’s on the left side of the Princes Highway (from Sydney) Gregorys ref:
490.C12.
I am reputedly retired (or retarded) but have been working 6 days a week since late August apart
from the Conkers break. I don’t like it, but it’s to continue until December, if I last that long. I thus
have had little time to really get much organised re outings, runs & the like. I hope to rectify that
soon . Please check the web page occasionally during Dec/Jan & find out what’s on offer. We
hope to have a Soiree on Australia Day (Jan 26).Will fill in the details ASAP. Will also organise a
late arvo/evening Fish & Chip run, to Balmoral Beach or another equally TRiffic spot. Convertibles are not that much fun in the blazing heat of summer in Syd.
If you are available on Wednesday Nov.25,why not join Allan Wright & the TSOA folk on their
Coffee & Cake Run. Going to the Sassafras Creek Café at Kurrajong. Call Allan or Renate on
9451 0165 to get the details.
If you have enjoyed Oran Park over the years, don’t forget that the last meeting EVER will be on
November 21/22.What a shame.
See you at the Xmas Party.
mal munro. 0416 031654. Malcs@three.com.au

TSOA Invitation Coffee and
Cake Run
Meet at 11am

Photos at Wiseman’s Ferry: Terry Hicks

25th November
Sassafras
Creek Café, 83 Old Bells Line of Road, Kur-
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QUEENSLAND REPORT
The year 2009 is fast drawing to a close. We, the Banana Benders of TR RA, have had a wonderful year
with many great weekends away together, capped by the Brass Monkey & Winter T.T. in June this year.
The world’s worst kept secret is now officially known - next year’s Concours will be held in Toowoomba
on the Darling Downs – September 10/11/12th 2010. Because of our timing, we will call it the “Colourful
Concours” in keeping with the beautiful gardens of Toowoomba city. The Carnival of Flowers will be on
the following week.
All registration, drinks, Friday buffet meal, Saturday presentation dinner and Sunday national meeting will
be held at the City Golf Club, Toowoomba. More to follow.
PAST EVENTS:
September 27th Sunday – Spring topless run to the Sunshine Coast.
Our co-ordinators for the event, Smith’n’Fast team, organized a ‘drivers day’. We met at the Fast abode
and departed for the ‘Smith Park’ at Morayfield. Pamela & John have a magnificent property with “secret
men’s shed” in the back garden. A wonderful morning tea supplied by the ladies prepared us for the
interesting single lane bitumen back roads enroute to our lunch stop at Imbul. The Fast excelled himself,
with dirt covering most of the corners adding to the driving spirit!!
After lunch we headed down the Bli Bli road to Montville (a great drive) then across the Maleny Range to
Kondalilla Falls Park for ‘arvo tea’. The topless run concluded here with many of us opting for an interesting drive home. Sincere thanks to Pamela & John Smith for hosting morning tea & for Smithy’s guided
tour of his workshop complete with a TR3A under restoration and his beautifully painted red TR 250. Also
thanks to Bob & Joyce Fast for their selection of interesting roads and venues for the day. Many thanks
to all attendees – a great driving day!!
October 11th – Sunday: Oktoberfest day run:
This was co-ordinated by Carroll & Howard Prior.
We knew on arrival at the Ipswich Tourist Information centre that the weather could turn later in the day &
it did. This was our rendezvous point for morning tea – a great location indeed. We motored through
Ipswich & took the Cobb & Co heritage trail until our tour leaders took an early left turn which meant
further travel on the highway until we arrived at Aratula. Here we turned off to Moogerah Dam and onto
the picturesque dam wall site with Jacaranda trees in full bloom – a wonderful spectacle. We located a
suitable table, with cover, for us to enjoy German beer, cheese, sauerkraut , and a variety of German
sausages. It was a lovely luncheon and enjoyed by all. After lunch we encountered rain for a period prior
to arriving at Flavours Café at Boonah for afternoon tea. Very nice.
We all travelled home safely except the Rochester 3A which developed a radiator leak and was tilt trayed
home.
Another enjoyable TR run and thanks to Carroll & Howard for convening the event and to all attendees –
great day.
October 16-17-18th Annual Concours and National Meeting at Cape Schnack.
Firstly well done Victorians! Great venue, weather held off, excellent concours site.
I expect superlatives will flow elsewhere in this Journal, so I will keep it simple. Wonderful collection of
side screens and how could I not mention the McEwan clan for their beautifully restored Dorettis! A beautiful sight with five all at one place. Congratulations to the McEwan boys for presenting well prepared
examples of a rare sports car. Also a rare Buchanan TR was a spectacle.
Congratulations to all winners in the Concours and in particular to Paul & Rita Bingham (8 th place) TR3.
Paul & Rita experienced many mechanical problems with their car e.g. (1) loosened oil filter (2) water
pump pulley thrashed the keyway, (3) delaminated a rear tyre and (4) a loose oil gauge line nut at the
filter. Well Rita, you deserve a ‘medal’ for hanging in there!.
Thanks to all seven Queenslanders for attending the friendliest annual event held by the TR register Australia.
COMING EVENTS:
Sunday 22nd November – Early morning run & brunch:
This event is co-ordinated by Julie & Richard Oliver and will be our first early morning run. Thanks for
your support and we all look forward to the fresh morning air!.

Sunday 13th December – TR RQ Annual Xmas Lunch:
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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Held once again at the Courthouse Restaurant, No 1 Paxton St, Cleveland.
This will be our last 2009 event so we are looking for a good attendance.
CONCLUSION:
Our 2009 year has been very enjoyable. Many thanks to our Qld supporters for your devotion and support
and we await 2010.
As mentioned earlier, our “Colourful Concours” next year will be our major focus.
We hope to put together an interesting event followed by a great T.T.
To our interstate members from all of us in Qld, we wish you all a great festive season.
Cheers & regards,
JOHN.
John wrote this report in hospital after having had
his right knee replaced. Judy typed it up and then
took it to John to proof read before sending it on.
This is TRue dedication. Many thanks to you both.

VICTORIAN REPORT
With members like John and Leonie, the Concours was destined to be a good event. The weekend
was in fact a great success, due not only due to them but also Judy & Keith Brown for organising
the Saturday evening, and everyone turning up and enjoying the event.
Items like the slide show and the chocolate TR’s are all things that make a memorable weekend but
take time and effort to complete, thanks guys. The weather was not the greatest, however it was
great to see all the cars that made it to the SE corner of Australia, even WA was represented.
The RACV did a great job in accommodating the event and the units were a lovely place to relax
for the weekend. We now all look forward to next year in Toowoomba, just a bit further to drive for
the Victorians.
The trip to Alice Springs was certainly a major road trip for all who attended and sounded a superb
event, as to be expected if organised by Ian Cuss.
We also had a sad event over the last period, and that was the death of Ken Copeland. Son Chris
and Jacqui had brought Ken’s white car to Cape Schanck despite some issues with the car. The
funeral the following Friday had 7 TR’s come up from Melbourne to join locals Peter and Ian, along
with Ken’s car to follow the hearse to the crematorium. The service included a few words from Viv
and myself and was a fitting tribute to the life of Ken, one of the characters of the TR scene here in
Melbourne. (See obituary)
On the Friday following the National Rally and Concours, we had the sad duty of attending Ken
Copeland's funeral. His children had advised us that they were keen for a good showing of sidescreen cars for the journey of the cortege from the funeral parlour in central Bendigo, out to the
crematorium in the suburb of Eaglehawk.
A quick ring around indicated that a number of Ken's friends were prepared to take their cars up to
Bendigo to farewell him, and the sombre procession ended up with 10 TR's following the hearse
in what was quite a spectacular convoy. Ken's younger son Chris with wife Jacqui and their two
children drove in Ken's white long door TR2 SP replica, followed by local members Peter Standen
with Ken's elder son Graeme aboard, and Ian Lyell with daughter Sue. Then followed Tony
Knowlson, Chris Bellamy, David Orchard, John & Leonie Johnson, Geoff Kelly, Roger Walker and
Gary Waite in their TR's. Ken's mate John Brady tail ended the convoy in his lovely Mk6 Bentley.
Also attending in family cars due to circumstances were Keith Brown, Ian Gallpen and Christene
and I. Ken's great mate from his early days with TR's, Arthur Richards, also attended. Arthur still
has the long door TR2 he's had for 40 years, and he and Ken used to drive their TR's up to Sydney
for the club's annual Concours. They, along with Laurie Cousin from Adelaide, were apparently
among the first interstaters to attend these TR Register events. Some in NSW will probably remember Ken and Arthur, as apparently they were rather boisterous in their younger days.
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In following the TR funeral convoy, Christene and I were struck by the good variety of colours with only
two red cars, as red wasn't Ken's favourite colour by a long measure. He did however enjoy the company of those with red cars, as is ours, and indeed we constantly reminded him of the photos of the red
TR3A that he once owned.
As Ken wasn't in the least bit religious, the family elected to have the celebration of his life held out at
the Crematorium. After the celebrant and Ken's children spoke, Tony Knowlson and I were invited
to relate some of Ken's involvement with TR's. Tony offered the family condolences on behalf of President Geoff James and all club members throughout Australia who knew Ken, and I said a few words on
some of the slightly more humorous experiences I had enjoyed with Ken over our many years of close
friendship, and the various rebuilds we helped each other with.
And these anecdotes continued even after his passing. Just before we left Melbourne I dropped my
name tag on the floor, and our new pup who was in the house, promptly bolted with it. Christene and I
decided that I should still wear it in mangled condition to the funeral, as Ken would have found that
absolutely hilarious.
Afterwards the family held a wake at Ken's local watering hole in Bendigo, the Boundary Hotel, where
we spent about two hours reminiscing about the good times we each shared with Ken, mostly at his
bachelor pad home in Wantirna South. Later, after he moved to Bendigo to be near two of his children
and their partners, and his growing tribe of grandchildren, we didn't get to see as much of him as ideal,
but he always had a steady stream of phone calls from Melbourne. I will miss Ken a very great deal, as
will all his other good mates in the TR Register.
PAST EVENTS
The last Jag/Heaey room meeting we had over a dozen members present, including new member Ian
Nuttall. The discussions were lively and informative, with some people being focused on the upcoming
trip to Alice. The upcoming Concours was of course a topic of interest.
The shake down for the Alice Springs trip had 3 lots of members attending the lunch run to Toolangi.
John & Leonie were testing the CB’s with Gary & Robyn on the way over and Roger & Janette were
confined to the ute as Roger‘s preparations were not to be interrupted. Nine TR’s eventually made it to
the pub after the first members met at Chirnside Park in the rain and had a quick blast over to Yarra
Glen for coffee. Jen and I met them along with Roger & Janette for coffee and after the usual rearrangement of the café we embarked for the run up to Toolangi. The rain had eased to light showers
as we headed through Healesville and up into the hills. The run into the ranges was excellent and the re
-growth to the forest following the fires is a tribute to nature’s recuperative powers.
On arrival we had nineteen for lunch and at $15 for all mains orders were soon made and drinks ordered. The cars attracted a fair bit of interest and lunch passed very quickly and pleasantly. On the way
back a few of us followed Gary & Robyn to look at the new gabion fencing and the gardens which have
developed in leaps and bounds with careful tendering. All in all a great day out with lovely people, a
great way to spend a Sunday.

The cars as arrayed at Cruden
Farm

The Dame Elizabeth Murdoch being shown the cars
only
other
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event was the week following the Concours and we were the feature marque at the Cruden Farm Classic
Car Picnic Day. We managed a collection of 15 side screen cars with a couple of later TR ring-ins which
were displayed prominently. Again the weather was cool and windy, however the selection of a picnic site
by Harley sheltered by the oak tree, allowed us to make the most of the sunshine. There were many different makes of cars present, including a lovely collection of Bristol cars and all this supporting various charities to which Dame Elizabeth Murdoch, the owner of Cruden farm, is associated.
As well as cars there were various performances throughout the day from bands and choirs etc. making it a
great day out, and judging by the cars in the general car park, a success. Thanks to all who turned up to
display the cars.
FUTURE EVENTS
Sun 22 Nov
Sun 6 Dec
Wed 09 Dec
Sat 16/17 Jan

Late breakfast, Wharf Shed at Geelong meet at Shell Todd Rd at 9.30am
We will be at Geelong by 10.30 or so for brunch, hope a few local members
can join us.
Xmas breakfast bash. John J and I will be cooking up a feast at Studley
Park Boat House from 8 am. Do not be late unless you want really crispy
bacon.
Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale
Ken Copeland Memorial Run. Sat night motel in Castlemaine, meet for
coffee 10.00 am in Castlemaine. Lunch at Redesdale pub and runs through
surrounding countryside.

Wed 10 Feb

Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale

Sun 14 Feb

EMR Breakfast run to Cherry Hill

Sun 28 Feb

AOMC Flemington TSOA are having their 50th anniversary and Concours
at this event.

Sun 07 Mar

Hume & Hovell Cricket run to the Aussie Lord’s cricket ground. Lunch nearby in Yea.
Philip Island Historics – a great weekends racing. Run on Sunday meet at
Bunnings, Cranbourne at 8.15am for 8.30 am start.

Sun 21 Mar

Wed 07 Apr

Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Check Healey mtg or

Sun 11 Apr

Valley Farm picnic lunch. Bring a picnic and join us at Valley Farm Vineyard
near Healesville. (Mel 270 B7)

1st/2nd May 2010

50th birthday in Gippsland join the celebrations of the Ann Margaret car
along with custodian John Mc

Wed 09 Jun

Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale
Tony Knowlson

The mob picnic

Mike Heaton receiving his beloved competition trophy
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